
QBox Version 1 Firmware Release notes 

1.39.7.40  Added support for a newer version of the Autocue Wireless mouse 

1.39.7.39  Implement DLP USB Drivers - Foot Controller 

1.39.7.38  Fixed an issue that caused the shuttle scroll to jump. 

1.39.7.37  Additional logging added to investigate prompter output jumps 

1.39.7.35  Improved shuttle control handling. 

1.39.7.33  Add support for the newer version of the Autocue Wireless Presenter controller (green 

board) 

1.39.7.32  Wireless controller disconnect/reconnect problem resolved. New option added in QBox 

serial controllers configuration. 

1.39.7.31 Add support for the new USB (Phidget) Multibutton controller 

1.39.7.30 Enhancements: Added an option to define the direction of the wireless mouse wheel scroll. 

Added the ability to define wireless mouse button functions. Fixes: Fixed a hot-plugging issue with USB 

scroll controllers 

1.39.7.29 Add support for user messaging overlays 

1.39.7.28 Add support for new Autocue Wireless Presenter controller 

1.39.7.27 (1) Highlight the first option when using the F8 menu. When entering the F8 menu the first 

menu option, Configure QBox, is now automatically selected. (2) Add user friendly text to the F10 menu. 

Text detailing how to move around the menu dialogues has been added to the F10 configuration menus. 

(3) Enter key not working on the “Cancel” button in License Upgrade. Text detailing how to move around 

the menu dialogues has been added to the F10 configuration menus. (4) The Enter button did not work 

within the License update configuration menu, this is now resolved. 

1.39.7.25 The font size of overlays, cue Timer could not be changed. When changing the countdown 

time it was accepted but when returning to the settings again it defaulted back to 10 seconds. Changing 

the text for the tag did not work, only CUE was ever displayed. Added Font Size to the config + handling 

on the qbox side.  Fixed the "Countdown Time" issue. Fixed the "Tag Text" issue. Note: QMaster Build 

737 or higher will be required for these changes as well. 

1.39.7.24 (1) All references to WPA Wireless networking were removed from the CUI as Revision 1 

QBoxes will not have WPA Wireless networking enabled. (2) The original specification for hand controls 

was that one controller could be connected to the PC and one could be connected to the QBox. Any 

additional controllers, at either the PC or the QBox, should only be enabled if the customer has 

purchased the multi-controller option. However, it was possible to connect multiple controllers to the 



QBox without restriction. The ability to control whether multiple controllers can be used is now licensed. 

(3) A bug was found in the User Overlay in QBox which meant that whenever the F8 configuration menu 

was closed a blue bar appeared at the top of the prompt output.  This is now resolved. 

1.39.7.17 Enhancements: OpenSSL now integrated into the QBox firmware. Scroll controllers connected 

to a QBox can be remotely configured by the software. Amended configuration of additional foot control 

button. (When requested as a special order.)  Fixes: Modified foot scroll controller Centre Stop Mode 

settings; User Message overlay rewritten for QMaster/QBox combination. 


